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Purpose 
Poorly water-soluble drugs can potentially be formulated as amorphous solid dispersions (ASD), allowing 
improvement in API apparent solubility. Intimate interaction with the carrier polymer further improves 
the physical stability of the amorphous API, preventing spontaneous recrystallization. Molecular mixing 
between drug and polymer is desirable so that a single-phase amorphous system can be formed. In an in-
house, 15-member API library, the dispersion tendencies of the API in polyvinylpyrrolidone-vinyl acetate 
(PVPva) was successfully predicted for all API. In the present research, dispersability (defined as intimate 
mixing of drug with polymer to undergo cosolidification without recrystallization) in PVPva will be related 
to API miscibility in the polymer via the interaction parameter (χ) from the Flory-Huggins lattice-based 
model. 
 
Methods  
Indomethacin, felodipine, tolbutamide, chlorpropamide, sulfanilamide, and nifedipine were selected from 
the extant in-house library. The melting point depression method was employed to calculate the Flory-
Huggins interaction parameter (χ). Physical mixtures (PM) of the drug and PVPva were prepared, where 
polymer concentrations ranged from 0% to 50% w/w. PM were cryomilled at 10 Hz (SPEX SamplePrep 
6770 impact mill) to improve in situ mixing.  Each sample was pre-cooled in the liquid nitrogen bath, 
followed by milling that alternated in 2 min periods of processing and 2 min of sample cool-down. Total 
milling time ranged from 4 to 30 min, and at least 3 different durations were performed. Sample-specific 
milling time was inferred by stabilization of melting point depression. Immediately after milling, samples 
were transferred to a P2O5 desiccator and equilibrated to ambient temperature before opening, to 
minimize water condensation. Triplicate samples from each cryomilling experiment were analyzed by DSC 
using Al hermetic pans with pinholes at a ramp rate of 1°C/min. Samples corresponding to the final milling 
duration for each PM were further analyzed in triplicate allowing a total of 6 replicates for temperature 
offset determination. The interaction parameters were determined as the slope of the linear relationship 
resulting from standard interpolation of the Flory-Huggins relationship. 
 
Results 
Of the 6 API investigated, indomethacin, felodipine, tolbutamide, and chlorpropamide all formed ASDs in 
PVPva, while sulfanilamide and nifedipine did not. Figure 1 compares the ΔGmix/RT vs. volume fraction of 
PVPva, showing that all 6 drugs are miscible. Felodipine and nifedipine are similarly miscible at all 
compositions, in contrast to their respective dispersion behaviors, where felodipine forms an ASD in 
PVPva and nifedipine does not. Similarly, sulfanilamide has comparable miscibility in PVPva with 
indomethacin, tolbutamide and chlorpropamide, but does not form an ASD in this polymer. As shown in 
Table 1, the Flory-Huggins interaction parameters (χ) were negative for the 6 API, further supporting that 
these drugs are all miscible in PVPva.  Nifedipine and sulfanilamide, respectively determined to have χ=-
1.63 and χ=-0.71, had the smallest magnitude χ values, separating them from felodipine, tolbutamide, 
chlorpropamide, and indomethacin, and according to dispersability in PVPva.  The negative values for χ 
indicate the formation of adhesive interactions between all the API and PVPva. The much smaller 
magnitudes of χ for nifedipine and sulfanilamide, however, suggest that API-polymer adhesion for these 
drugs is insufficient to maintain the ASDs on cooling, resulting in recrystallization, and classification as 
non-dispersable in PVPva.  
 
 



 
Conclusions 
These data suggest that all 6 drugs are miscible in PVPva, but does not predict whether or not a dispersion 
can be formed.  A negative interaction parameter describes a system with stabilizing API-polymer 
adhesive interactions that favors miscibility; further supporting that all 6 API are miscible in PVPva.  The 4 
API having the largest magnitude χ all formed ASD. Nifedipine and sulfanilamide, though miscible in 
PVPva, appear to have fewer stabilizing adhesive interactions, as reflected by their much smaller 
magnitude χ values. Although the ability of a drug to form a miscible mixture with a polymer is certainly 
important for the formation of an ASD, these data indicate that miscibility does not guarantee 
dispersability. The rank order of Flory-Huggins interaction parameters may better reflect the dispersion 
tendency of an API; future work will expand the dataset to see if this trend holds across a more structurally 
diverse set of molecules.  
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Extent of miscibility for 6 drugs with polymer PVPva out of which indomethacin, chlorpropamide, 
felodipine and tolbutamide form ASD (lines) whereas nifedipine and sulfanilamide do not (broken lines). 
 

Molecules χ 

Sulfanilamide -0.71 
Nifedipine -1.63 
Felodipine -1.80 
Tolbutamide -1.89 
Chlorpropamide -1.91 
Indomethacin -3.48 

 
Table 1: Interaction parameter of drugs with polymer PVPva. Drugs in green indicate ASD formed 
whereas in red indicate ASD was not formed. 
 


